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Our Guild year is coming to the end, and with the approaching
Holiday season we are starting to prepare for another busy and
exciting year in 2019.
Thank you to all our Board Directors and Chairs who have
worked so hard for us all in 2018 to bring exciting programs,
events and opportunities to us as members. I appreciate the
inspiration, openness and ideas which help make the artistic life
so much fun.
Our November 13 Guild meeting is the last for 2018. We
have a busy meeting planned, and I am hoping for the chance to
see as many members as possible, to wish ‘Happy Holidays’ to,
to look back on a full Guild year, elect our 2019 Board and enjoy
a last great program with lots of participation and sharing of
creativity.
The program for November 13 is a Challenge, the subject
being Recycled (or Upcycled) Art. Bring along your piece and be
ready to share why and how you made it. If you don’t have a
piece, come along and share in others’ inspiration.
A second opportunity to show your art - we will also be
showing and voting for Artist of the Month, so bring along your
latest creation for the opportunity to win one of our month-long
public exhibit slots. And refreshments will be served!
The business portion of our November 13 meeting will be
taken up with a look-back on what we have done in 2018 and the
election of our Board for 2019.
The Art Guild is a very active and inclusive group, and
together we have accomplished much in 2018, with the helping
hands of many of our members. Come to the meeting, enjoy the
companionship and the inspired art, and who knows, maybe you
will find something you want to join into next year!
Looking forward to seeing everyone on November 13. To
all, have a warm and relaxing Thanksgiving and Holiday season,
and all the best for 2019.

Pat Fisher

June Kiefer - 1st Place Tie
Whatcom County Dinghies
Watercolor

Abbie Berry - 1st Place Tie
The Wind Blows East
Digital Photography
Banner Bank - Cornwall

Colophon Cafe

Mortimer

Berry

Keifer
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Julie Mortimer - 2nd Place
Mr. Rat
Watercolor
Whatcom Art Market
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NOVEMBER with a sparkle in the air and many exciting events on the
horizon. At the Art Market we are ready to celebrate the season and
help you find unique future treasures for your gift list (and yourself!)
Come see! And we have gift cards for that hard-to-pick-for person in
your life.
Our November featured artists are looking forward to talking about and
demonstrating their art.

Elizabeth Rhyneer and Walt Hekala - Jewelry artists. Wednesday-Sunday,
November 7 thru 11. Come see them demonstrating Viking Knit weave, a jewelry
technique, Saturday November 10, 11-3pm.
Belinda Botzong - Refind Creations. Art inspired by and created from nature.
Wednesday-Sunday, November 14 thru 18. Belinda will demonstrate her art
Saturday November 17, 11-2pm. See her use flower petals and other natural items
to create “paintings”, collages, and mosaics on ceramic tile. Come see art inspired
by nature, and decorate your own tile to take home for a gift or stocking stuffer!

Lorraine Day - Painterly Pictorialist Photographer. Wednesday-Sunday,
November 21 thru 25. Lorraine will be at the Fairhaven Fourth Friday Art on
Friday November 23 5-8pmto talk about her art.

Barb Atkins – Alta Luna Fibercrafts. Wednesday-Sunday, November 28 thru
December 2. Barb will be demonstrating how to create knitted Christmas
ornaments and decorations on Saturday December 1, 11-2pm.

Fairhaven Fourth Friday Art Walk! From 5-8pm Friday November 23. Many
of our artists will be on site for the Art Walk, and would love to explain their art
and help you start on your Holiday list! Come see us, bring friends and family and
share the best display of Whatcom's art.
The Art Market is a cooperative for the members of Whatcom Art Guild, at 1103
11th Street, Bellingham, WA. Regular hours are Wednesday - Sunday, 10-6pm.

Holidays Hours
Starting Monday Christmas Eve we will close at noon.
Phone number is: 360 738-8564. Website is: whatcomartmarket.org.

VENUES — Village Books
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STRONG

Stephanie Strong will be displaying her colorful
paintings at the Fairhaven Village Books throughout
November.

"Poppy"

"Fall Tree"

"Rose”
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Article by Joyce Norfolk
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Last April I was contacted by Chuck Robinson who is a Board Member of The
Jansen Art Center, as well as the co-founder of Village Books and Paper Dreams.
Chuck took on a project for the The Jansen to liven the streets of Lynden by
adorning the downtown area with whimsically painted old bicycles, and he asked
me if I would be interested in painting a bike which would eventually be displayed
in downtown Lynden.
“Of course I would” I replied. I then added, not only would I paint a bike, but I
have an old circa 1950 bike I would donate. Chuck picked up my bike, had it
sandblasted and given a coat of white primer paint, and returned it along with
eight delicious colors of paint..
I elected to paint various kinds of animals on
the bike. After all, Lynden is a farming
community. Plus I thought animals would
appeal to all ages.

During September three
painted bikes were put on
display on Front Street in
downtown Lynden.
My bike, who I named
Bernice, currently sits in
front of The Mill
(windmill) which is the
first store you see as you
enter downtown Lynden.
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con’t
The other two bikes are displayed on the corners of Fifth and Front
Street by Avenue Bread.

Sometime in November, the bikes will be moved indoors for the winter.
Chuck is currently looking for more bike donations and artists to paint
them so they can increase their “Petal Art” downtown.
Do you know of anyone who might be willing to donate a bike?
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“Lewis and Clark” 6ft x12ft. Dakota State Bank, Sioux City, IA.
The Brick Mural is created by first working with the selected brick manufacturer to order
the desired size and depth of wet clay brick, or ‘green ware’. The green ware is then stacked
on a large easel and the design is transferred to the clay. Finally, sculptors begin carving the
design; first, roughing it out by reduction carving, and then working through several layers
of refinement until the final form of the sculpture is achieved.

“Native American Landscape” 8ft x70ft. Agency Village Library, SD
Before the brick mural or sculpture can be fired, all moisture must be removed by drying. Bricks
shrink in the dryers and this shrinkage must be carefully calculated into every brick sculpture.
After drying, the bricks are placed in a continuously fired tunnel kiln, in which the bricks are fired
as they move slowly through the kiln on kiln cars. Temperatures during firing can range between
2000 – 2200 º F.

“Iron Horse Park”, Lincoln, NE

“Life is an Open Book”, Downtown Charlotte, NC
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“The Pioneers of Light” depicts12 photographers of the 19th century American West who were
instrumental in forming historical perceptions of the landscape. St. Louis Gateway, St. Louis, MO
During firing, clay particles are fused together in a process called vitrification. The final color
of brick comes from the chemical and mineral content of the raw materials, the firing
temperature, the color treatments applied and the atmosphere in the kiln. All these factors
must be taken into account by the brick sculptor.

20th Century Veterans Memorial” 8 panels-12ft x 60ft. North Platt, NE
INSTALLATION OF THE BRICK MURAL/SCULPTURE is a critical element in
presenting the completed artwork. The individual bricks must be lined up precisely and
the thin mortar joint lines tooled into the changing contours of the sculpture.
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No one knows the exact origin of the quilt, however, the earliest known examples dates
back to Egypt in 3400 BC. The word quilt is from the Latin word calcite which means
padded and tied mattress.
American quilts from the 1700s were made by
the early settlers out of necessity. Women
would spin cotton to make material to make
clothes and other necessities for the family.
They were too busy to make quilts, so they
quite often passed the task to their slaves who
would use left over scraps to make quilts for
themselves.

Early American quilt circa 1700-1710.

Slave Quilts

These quilts became known as slave
quilts and were made to assist slaves to
escape and try to find their freedom via
the Underground Railroad. These quilts
contained hidden messages or codes. For
example, the North star, crossroads, and
the wagon wheel represented apparent
landmarks, while a sailboat indicated a
body of water or the availability of boats.
The drunkard's path reminded travelers to
vary their path by moving East and West.
And the monkey wrench was a sign to
gather tools together in preparation of an
escape.
Coded Slave Quilts
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The Industrial Revolution (1760-1840) brought about the most dramatic change as
textiles came to be manufactured on a broad scale. During this time, the transcontinental
railroad, cotton gin, electricity, and other inventions permanently changed society. The
textile industry had grown to the point that commercial fabrics were affordable to almost
every family, and quilt making became widespread, which meant women no longer had
to spend time spinning and weaving to provide fabric for their family’s needs.

Quilts circa 1750-1850

In the mid-20th century quilters began piecing by machine, while others preferred the
traditional hand piecing along with applique and quilting. Prior to the 21st century quilt
making methods were still much like those of our forefathers.

Today’s quilters rely upon computers to make their patterns, and sewing machines with
computer components to embroider and assemble their quilts. The following pages
provide a few samples of some of the beautiful quilts that are being made today.
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IT’S TIME TO RENEW YOUR MEMBERSHIP
Current memberships expire on December 31, 2018.
Please fill out and print the renewal form provided on the next page.
* Don’t have a printer? You may simply write out the information
required by the form. Then, . . .
* Make out a check/money order payable to the WAG.
* Enclose completed FORM and CHECK/M.O. in an envelope.
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* Mail to WAG Membership, PO Box 3005, Bellingham, WA 98227
OTHER MEANS OF PAYMENT
* Credit Card.

Credit card payments can be made at the WAM.
Remember to bring your completed renewal form.

* Pay at Meetings. You can also pay via Check/M.O., or
Credit Card at the WAG general meetings on
Nov 13, 2018, Jan 8, 2019, or Feb 12, 2019.
Remember to bring your completed renewal form.
NOTE: Memberships that have not been renewed by February 12, 2019 will
be inactivated.
Inactive members will not be able to participate in any member only
activities such as venues, shows, Artist of the Month, etc. If you
enjoy these opportunities to display your art, don’t forget to renew your
membership by February 12, 2019.
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2019 General Membership Form
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$35.00 FULL YEAR MEMBERSHIP DUES

NAME

PHONE

NEW



RENEWAL

______ CELL _
________

ADDRESS
CITY

STATE

E - MAIL

___ ____B USINESS WEBSITE ___

____ ZIP
___A GE >16 YRS ?(Y/N)___ __

YOUR MEDIUMS ?

_________

YOUR BUSINESS NAME ?

________

PRODUCTS / CRAFTS YOU CREATE ?

______

PLEASE SELECT THREE COMMITTEES WHERE YOU WOULD LIKE TO CONTRIBUTE THIS YEAR .

 ACTIVITIES
 AWARDS & JUDGING
 FINANCE
 HISTORIAN
 LIBRARY

F
O
R
M



MEMBERSHIP CHAIR USE ONLY
________
________
________
CARD SENT ________
CK DATE
CK AMT
CK NUM

 MEMBERSHIP
 NEWSLETTER
 PROGRAMS
 PROPERTIES
 PUBLICITY/ MARKETING

 SCHOLARSHIP
 SHOWS
 SPECIAL EVENTS
 A RT S UPPLY DONATIONS PROJECT
 VENUES
 WEBSITE /GRAPHIC DESIG N
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Call For Artists
Anime/Manga artist who can instruct for preteen/teen participants.
Call/text Heidi 360 599 7731

